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Painting catalog workshop

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikidataCon_2017/Submissions/Wikidata
_painting_catalog_workshop

Q17627383 Q17627385

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikidataCon_2017/Submissions/Wikidata_painting_catalog_workshop


Painting items with catalog #: 
17th century & Impressionism
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For this Wikidata query, see notes



Cat #? genre? There’s lot’s to do!
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Common types of painting catalogs
• Painter monographs (for painter biographies)

• Auction/Estate sale catalogs (for provenance)

• Institution & exhibitions (state of the art)

• General overview catalogs (hidden gems!)
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• Long dead painter and lots of free catalogs with images

• Living/modern painter in various collections, no monograph

• Pre-1950 sale catalog, has good descriptions but few images

• Exhibition catalog with good descriptions and images

What you choose affects how you can work



Matching catalog paintings to Wikidata

• We have a few complete painting collections on 
Wikidata. Match these paintings in your catalog first. If 
you create an item for a painting, try to include the 
inventory number (P217) for public collections.

• Titles and inventory numbers change over time, even 
when the painting stays in a collection. Search by image 
whenever possible and check the date, provenance, 
dimensions and material used.
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https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings/Collection
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings/Location/
Germany

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings/Collection
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings/Location/Germany


Wikipedia vs. Wikidata
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Wikipedia is best for “local” 
painters, e.g.  Rembrandt on 
Dutch Wikipedia. But don’t 
underestimate Wikipedians! 
Always check Commons and 
other language wikis first.



Commons vs. Wikidata
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=={{int:filedesc}}==
{{Artwork
|wikidata = Q42310337
|title = {{en|1=Vivat Oraenge}}
|description =  
|date = 1670s
|medium = oil on panel
|dimensions = 63 x 49 cm
|institution = Het Loo Palace
|ID = <might come from Wikidata!>
|source =link 
|artist = {{Creator:Jan Davidsz. de Heem}}
|notes = <e.g. credit line>
|other versions = 
}}
=={{int:license-header}}==
{{PD-Art|PD-old-100-1923}}
[[Category:Jan Davidsz. de Heem]]
[[Category:Paintings in Het Loo Palace]]

Instance of P31 = painting
item # = Q42310337
label = Vivat Oraenge
description =  painting by J. D.. de Heem
inception P571 = 1670s
material used P186 = oil paint
<not updatable using quick statements>
collection P195 = Het Loo Palace
inventory number P217 = RL9422 
described at url P973 = link
creator P170 = Jan Davidsz. de Heem
owned by P127 = Vereniging Rembrandt
based on P144 = <earlier version>
location P276 = where does it hang?
genre P136 = religious/portrait/landscape
<copyrighted works not on Commons>
image P18 = <Commons filename>
depicts P180 = orange



Where is your help needed most?
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• Pick something from :c:Category:Art catalogs

• Pick what is easy to manage: a catalog on Commons, Google 
books, archive.org, or in your local library

• Create items for missing paintings or painters

• Add inventory numbers to painting items

• Add artwork templates to Commons images, e.g. portrait 
paintings used in Wikipedia biography articles!

• Help Maarten with his to-do lists!

• Join the Sum of all paintings project! 

• https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Wiki
Project_sum_of_all_paintings

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings


Steps to add a catalog
1. Add an item for the catalog to Wikidata, e.g. Q42308827

2. Add first the catalog numbers to items we have (use 
completed collections on Wikidata)

3. Make a Listeria list for the catalog and start matching
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Helpful tools
• Listeria for tracking:
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all
_paintings/Catalog

• Petscan for checking artworks in Commons 
categories without a Wikidata item
https://petscan.wmflabs.org

• Quick statements for adding repetitive values 
for painting items when matching a catalog:
(such as paintings of the same genre or by the same painter)

https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/quick_statements.php
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https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_sum_of_all_paintings/Catalog
https://petscan.wmflabs.org/
https://tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/quick_statements.php

